
 

 

WEC notes from meeting Monday 12th March 2018 
 
Present: Dave, Eric, Aimee, Roisin, Geoff, Mandie, Yusuf, John, 
David, Ann, Joshua, Fatima, Caz, Paul 
 
Apologies: Arthur, Simon, Julian, Anna,   
 
 • Action points from the previous meeting were covered by 

DH: 
   1) PSPO – West Ealing Neighbours will have feedback on 

order at its public meeting on 26th April 
   2) No further updates on plans for Chignell Place. No  

  contact for 6 months (Lucy Taylor) 
   3)Referendum coming up on WECNF plan, so all will be  

  able  to vote on the plan. The plan is available on 
WECNF website. A leaflet will be distributed to all businesses 
and  homes before the referendum date. Anna will contact all 
businesses. An accurate plan will be in West Ealing library by 
Tuesday 13th March 

 
 • The Liveable Neighbourhoods programme. There is £8.6m 

funding for Ealing. £32k for a feasibility study in the next year. 
Ealing Council are currently developing a feasibility study brief. 
It will be a 2-3 year programme starting with the feasibility 
study. A wide range of stakeholders will be engaged, who will 
meet regularly. In June/ July, an event is planned to publicise 
the bid and plans, and to ask for input. AC asked, what is the 
geographical area? Joshua said ‘it is fuzzy’. According to a plan 
shown (see attached) it covers approximately from: North 
East: Waitrose traffic lights, South East: Foresters, North 
West: cemetery, South West: West end of Leyton Road. The 
stakeholder group will be working closely with the Crossrail 
project. The bid document is on Council website for viewing. 
DR asked for it to go on My West Ealing website. EL has 
already said it seems unfriendly to cars and the infirm walking. 
DH asked for improvements to walk behind the allotments to 
be considered as it is currently outside the boundary of the 
plan. PC said the walkway is owned by Pathways. Joshua said 
that here will be a shopping list for prioritisation. He also said 
that things will always change. DH said community buy in is 



 

 

essential for success. EL asked where recharge points for 
electric vehicles will be. PC said there will be a pilot in the 
Borough for charging points for which there is funding. DH 
said the funding is a fantastic opportunity. Canberra Road - 
DH said it is a long running bug bear, it looks dreadful. Various 
people have been trying for 4 years to get it sorted. Anna is 
looking at solutions with Joshua. JC said that it is 6 years not 
4! JC said he had a meeting with the Council, 5 years ago and 
the solution was going to be a commercial waste project. AF 
said that she had contacted the environmental team, & 
Laurean Nash said the bins are not a contravention of 
highways act as is not seen as a walkway. EL said it was a 
legal, not environmental issue.  

 
 • MyWest Ealing website. DH said that a bid has been put 

into Pathways for funding for somebody to support the website 
a day a week. EL said for everybody to encourage people to 
use the website. Joshua said there appeared to be lots of 
websites in use for West Ealing. EL talked through current 
websites and encouraged use of the My West Ealing site. 
WEN’s Facebook is the most active social media in West 
Ealing.  

 
 • WEBID - DH sits on Board. He said that Anna is very good 

news for the BID and cares about the neighbourhood. At the 
most recent Board meeting, 5 themes were presented: 1) 
Environment and Placemaking 2)Place promotion & events 
3)Collective business voice 4)Safety & security 5) Local people 
local jobs.  EC said that Anna knows there are a lot of 
challenges, so she has a big job to persuade businesses to 
vote BID back. 

 
 • West Ealing Hub - AF said that the brief has been developed. 

The operator will be appointed in next few weeks and will run 
the space on 5 year lease from the opening date of the hub. 
Certain outputs must be achieved and delivered by operator. 
M&E works have been carried out for a while. The work will be 
completed in the next 2- 3 weeks. The design is complete. 
Hopefully the hub will open in early summer. EL asked who 
specified design. AF and MW said it was the steering group 



 

 

and a series of workshops with potential hub users. The plan is 
on Ealing Works website. MW asked, ‘will the operator be able 
to tweak layout and design?’ AF Yes. The change of use of 
space to recreation, meant other requirements in terms of 
H&S etc, hence more delays. AF said that St James Avenue is 
part of the Borough market strategy. EL said previous market 
efforts have failed. AF said that it is hoped that the hub etc 
will bring people down to the area. EL also mentioned Catalyst 
have done a great job at Welshore centre being a community 
hub 

 
 • Hawks There is a patch of grass by Sainsbury where pigeons 

flock. The Council has plans to redesign the area which 
includes bringing in a hawk. The hawk is due on site for 6 
months and PC thought it was due today! EL said he thought it 
was ludicrous to spend £10k on the project. PC said it is £3k 
for the hawk. DH said it is not only the cost of the hawk but 
also new signage, and redesign of area. It is a public health 
issue. DR suggested that it could be a community project. 
Yusuf said it is not a quick fix! 

 
 • Governance of WEC. DH - A job spec will be drawn up for 

Board members to apply and there will also be members such 
as housing associations, to better represent neighbourhood. 
EL said it is currently undemocratic as only few Board 
members live in WE. He suggested that it needs to have 
WEBID on board. AC said the plan is to get things started for 
West Ealing. EL said that it is a good talking shop but has no 
authority. EL said WEC should be representative of the local 
community. Yusuf said this is the time to put in place 
democracy. AC said again that everything needs to start with 
people who are committed to starting something. DR - it 
needs to be democratic and represent the local 
neighbourhood.  

 
 • Roisin, a local student gave an overview of her current 

project. She has developed a plan, showing the history of 
Green Man Lane. There was good feedback in terms of the 
approach, style and content. 

 • AOB: EL asked if is this group is a representative of WEC or 
something else. DH said that the group sits under the CIC as 



 

 

one of its activities along with the Mywestealing website, 
Soundbite & the Christmas Fair. EL asked, does the group 
have a direct relationship with the Council? DH - No. EL - Why 
doesn’t this group be the commercial arm of WEN? JC said 
that the Board looked at the potential structures for WEC, and 
decided CIC was the quickest way of setting up a group. EL - 
Will this group continue as a talking group without pathway to 
the Council? DR as long as there is a broad spread it does 
have a broad representation. DR suggested that the 
MyWestEaling website gives representation for all groups. 


